Directions for those planning to attend the EUGridPMA meeting and staying at Cosener's House in Abingdon who wish to transit to the location of OGF-40 for Thursday and Friday meetings Jan. 16-17 or other OGF meetings Jan. 15.
**The Cosener's House**

15-16 Abbey Close, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3JD, United Kingdom

---

**Walk to Abingdon, Vineyard (Stop A11)**

**Beta:** Use caution – This route may be missing sidewalks or pedestrian paths.

1. Head southwest on Abbey Close toward Checker Walk
   - Distance: 0.3 mi
2. Turn right onto Vineyard/A4183
   - Distance: 285 ft

---

**Abingdon, Vineyard (Stop A11) (Stop ID: oxfjgjpfd)**

- **Bus - X3 - Abingdon - Oxford** towards Oxford City Centre, Railway Station

- **7:11am - 7:38am**
  - **(27 mins, 15 stops)**

---

**Oxford City Centre, County Hall (Stop E6) (Stop ID: oxfgpijpt)**

**Walk to Radcliffe Observatory Quarter**

**Beta:** Use caution – This route may be missing sidewalks or pedestrian paths.

1. Head northwest on New Rd toward Worcester St
   - Distance: 456 ft
2. Turn right onto Worcester St
   - Distance: 302 ft
3. Turn left to stay on Worcester St
   - Distance: 36 ft
4. Turn right onto Worcester St/A4144
   - Distance: 489 ft
5. Worcester St/A4144 turns slightly left and becomes Walton St
   - Distance: 0.4 mi

---

**Radcliffe Observatory Quarter**

Oxfordshire, Oxford OX2 6AD, United Kingdom

---

**Local agency information:** Oxford Bus Company

These directions are for planning purposes only. You may find that construction projects, traffic, weather, or other events may cause conditions to differ from the map results, and you should plan your route accordingly. You must obey all signs or notices regarding your route.
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